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Kymnn,
Iwas not in the office yesterday. I'm sorry Iwas not here to field your request. Hub will not be in the office
until later this week, but Iwill Make every effort to convey your information to him in the interim.
Iam currently in the process of gathering and 6ataloging all of the information you have provided so that I
can develop a letter to you that is as comprehensive as possible in acknwledging your concerns. Please
know that we understand your level of concern and the actions that you believe are warranted. We are'
making every effort gain a full understanding of yo~ur position inthis matte'r by reviewing all of the
documenttion you provided,' in addition to the information you provided during the interview here on
Septermber 9, 2003. As we discussed during a conversation last Friday, the NRC is in the process of
determining a course of action that will enable us to explore and validate whether the work environment at
Artificial Island is in the state you describe. We believe that such an effort needs to be undertaken before
we can render decisions with regard to potential action against PSEG.
>>
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Regi 'on I
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mr. Miller,
I asked to meet with you today (Monday, September 29) so Icould convey~my
thoughts and feelings to you in person. Since that did not work out, Iwill
resort to a far less engaging medium-email.--because Iconsider the matters I
vwant to speak with you about to be both important and urgent. Please bear with
me as I cover'several topics..
First, Iappreciate the attentio 'nyou and rnany others at the NRC are giving
to the~issues at P'SEG. Ialso' appreciate.you taking the time to introduce
yourself to me and express your concern for the matters involving Salem, Hope
Cr~eek, and PSEG. Iwas quite gratified to meet you, especially after hearing
about you for the past five years.
Ialso want to make you aware of the enormous difference Eileen Neff is
making. In my nearly 26 years in the public and private se'ctors, I've not met
anyone more professionial, more thorough, more trustworthy. Because of her, Ichose
to entrust you and the Region Iteam with my issues and concerns involving
PSEG. Having read much "negative press" regarding the NRC, Iwas reluctant to
speak with anyone from thd agency ...until Imet Eileen. Iam more grateful
than Ican express for the person she is, the job she does, and the integrity
with which she does it.
In addition, Iwant to acknowledge Dave Vito and his team for their
commitment and dedication to listening intently and asking probing questions so as to
thoroughly understand the issues, the dynamics, the work environment at PSEG
Nuclear. Ray Lorson, Dan Orr, Jeff Teator, along with Dave and Eileen,
conducted a most professional and thorough interview of me. While I left drained
after the emotionally intense day, I knew Iwas in good hands and, more
importantly, the nuclear safety, SCWE, and leadership issues Ihave long struggled with
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at PSEG are now in the hands of people who can do something about them.
Please let Dave and the team know how grateful I am for the job they do and how
they do it.
As you may know, my civil complaint was filed today in Morris County. I now
expect PSEG's nuclear safety and other issues to soon receive media attention.
I believe the NRC is well-positioned to grbw public support and confidence by
being out in front vs. reactionary to this matter. If confidence in the NRC
wanes, that hurts everyone, including the general public's trust of the
nuclear industry, the people who work in it, and the people who regulate and oversee
it. 1Itold Dave Vito the day we met that I re~lized the NRC had a "black
eye" of sorts over the Millstone matter.' I do not want to see history repeat
itself. I believe the NRC deserves to be viewed not as an adversary of those in
nucigar power (as vwas true at PSEG) but rather a welcomed safeguard for the
public, the employees, and the company (which was what I witnessed at 0O'conee
Nuclear Station this past summer). That is certainly how I see the agency and
want to encourage others to View the agency likewise.

PSEG. Nuclear until the-

Tonigliir

recent reorgan iatio-n, told _met~hat Missues at the site, including nuclear safety,
"1aren't going to be brought up. The environment is'not conducive to bringing
issues to the forefront. -People who spoke up have been berated too long. We
are deteriorating under the surface, just like Davis-Besse.- I don't know who'
is 'watching'the store' now. Most of those who did are now gone." Given all
this and the fear, distrust, and silenciing of people that we witnessed, Us
-n4bt-erwa-a-apnnx.
I am asking for your immediate intervefition.
I firmly believe the NRC already has enough compelling and credible evidence
in its hands to warrant an immediate shut down of the Salem and Hope.Creek
facility.
Consider the weight of the folloi~tng:.
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tape) saying the' site was "dangerous'!
,g~iving the NRC "grounds for taking the keys

3. PSEG Nuclear's own Employee Concerns Safety Conscious Work
Environment survey results in which scores of people report not feeling it is safe to

speak up about safety concerns.76

Ion tape) saying "That's a bunch of bullshit" when
nuclear afety conc mns are expressed to him. He goes on to make disparaging
comments about PSEG Nuclear's operators who don't "know shit from shy-no..Iah."
Should any plant be on line whose operators "don't know shit," according to th~
e top guy?
Frankly, Mr. Miller, I cannot fathom why this information alone, totally
irrefutable by the parties involved, is not sufficient for the NRC to halt
production at Salem and Hope Creek. Until all the issues underlying these comments
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are addressed and corrected, the health and safety of the public is in jeopardy
if PSEG Nuclear is permitted to continue operating. While further

investigation by the NRC will

ultimately

be helpful and provide additional evidence to

answer any company"push back," I urge you to act now. No judge Would side
with the company over the NRC given this evidence. Do not wait. Do not wait for
another significant event. The reactivity management event of March 16,
*2003, at Hope Creek was enough. This event, as detailed by the Operations
Superintendent on shift that morning, reveals how the "production at the expense of
s afety" mindset has permeated the site-its leaders, its operators, its
engineers, its technicians, its trainers. No one-Reactor Operator all the way to
Vice President--stopped an evolution that was ill-conceived, ill-planned, and
ill-executed, even when they knew things were awry from the beginning. Basic
nuclear safety principles were ignored at this former INPO I plant as they have
been at Salem over the years.
Need we wait for another event to force the NRC to take the keys away? I
sincerely hope not. The next event could be disasterous..
Please...don't wait. Act now.
Respectfully,*.

Kymn.
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Eileen Neff
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